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About This Game

Svart Alfheim and the Accelerated World have begun to merge. In the midst of the chaos, Yui has gone missing. Kirito must
challenge the Seven Kings of pure color from the Accelerated World to gain access to her location. This version of the game

includes the DLC "Castaway From Another World".

RECRUIT YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTERS among a large roster from the anime and novel series.
TAKE THE SKIES using your flying abilities, deploy magic and sword skills to perform outstanding aerial strikes!

DEFY GRAVITY with hyper jumping skill, accelerate your movement before giving a Coup de Grace!
UNITE FOR THE FIGHT in fierce online multiplayer featuring multiple modes supporting up to 4 players.
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Title: Accel World VS. Sword Art Online Deluxe Edition
Genre: RPG
Developer:
ARTDINK CORPORATION
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1

Processor: Core i5-4460 3.2GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX970 4G

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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5fps oon my medium-quality laptop and way to complicated for just driving a bus, 3/10. A Vampyre Story proves to be a quirky
point and click game with great writing and a cute art style.

The story follows Mona De Lafitte and her bat friend Froderick as they try to escape Baron Shrowdy von Kiefer. The plot
doesn't take itself very seriously at all and is filled with cheesy puns and references but still has a genuinely interesting cast of
characters; Mona herself is charming with a ridiculous amount of denial about her vampiric nature, while Froderick has some
very sarcastic lines that would often make me laugh. The animations can be a bit off at times but the designs have a lot of
personality and the voice acting is really high quality. Like other point and click games some of the solutions to the puzzles are
absolutely ridiculous, admittedly I did have to look up a walkthrough a couple of times, but they were still pretty fun and gave
more opportunities for the fantastic dialogue to shine through. I've seen other people talking about issues with the game running,
but apart from a weird instance where some of the cutscenes repeated themselves I didn't have any problems at all.

Once I finished I looked up some information on the sequel and it doesn't look like we'll be seeing it any time soon, which does
put a downer on the experience as it means that (spoiler) the story remains incomplete due to the cliffhanger ending. I would
love to get a continuation to Mona's journey at some point, but I had fun with what we've been given and could see myself
playing it again in the future. Overall I had a great time playing this game and I would definitely recommend it to anyone who
enjoys point and click adventure games with a sense of humour.. I buy this game cuz for discount. Nothing to write home
about.. ESWAT is a somewhat-Shinobi-inspired action game made by Sega of Japan in 1990, filled with 4 Megabit ROM of
shootity shoot shoot. You might think that it's a port of their ESWAT game on Arcades that they made in 1989 but in reality it's
a newly game. Look, "City under Siege" subtitle. You can even view it as sorta sequel if you want.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version. Well, of western version of a game which
means that you get 3 continues. Japanese one had none.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "ESWAT_U.68K".
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I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "ESWAT_PC_MG_EFIGS_US.pdf".

Plot of this game is that you policeman who sucks and has to beat the first two missions before being accepted into ESWAT and
finally gets his own awesome ICE suit with jetpack. And then you get six more missions where you try to stop the E.Y.E.
terrorist group. It does have more of feel that you are in future against organisation, instead of random cop days of arcade
versions.
The best part however is the short objectives that you recieve before each mission. It clearly was written by japanese arcade
company, alright, asking you to "infiltrate" while you in-game you just walk in and kill everybody. My favourite one is
"Penetrate Secret Sewer!!".

In options you got usual sound test, controls and you can choose how many lives you want to have and difficulty of a game,
which changes how much maximum health you have on each level once you are past the policeman levels.

The gameplay itself is fairly standart action game. It's not exactly shoot-em-up one, you don't just rush in and shoot everything
while jumping in 8-direction. It's more limited, like you can shoot only forward or up, and thus has a bit of that Shinobi-like
thing going on where your position or weapon selection are more important than action itself. But only a bit. Plus, it does have a
bit of nasty things going on, where you sometimes might get a cheap hit. But that one isn't common thing either.
And yep, hold up or down when jumping to get to higher or lower places.

I also can't help but to think that the first two missions are a bit lacking. Ok, alright, actually the first one is good, with
verticallity and variety and such. I actually like this one a lot. It's the second one that annoyes me in no end. First you get to slide
around on a lift getting shot by things that come faster than you can react. Or not be able to avoid those turret shots. And then
once you get out you spend time just walking into single direction, spam bullets left and right, with no verticallity or anything to
break it up.
Wish level select cheat didn't require beating game first, which is dumb requirement with game with no saving, by the way.

But hey, at least you get the suit, being the REAL EEE-SWAT, having more health, getting cool jetpack and now being able to
have more than just simple "shot" weapon, the game opens up more. Into being a fun one. Jetpack level challenges, traps, bosses
to abuse, getting through the labs that is full of living purple goo out to kill you.
And yep, jetpack. It moves fast, but wastes energy fast. It recharges slowly when standing. And when it's very low on energy you
can only hover. It's a bit too fast though. Here is protip: tap the button to move down and not waste as much energy.

It's all a pretty good arcade fun, with bosses. All yay getting through the levels, hovering in air with jetpack and shooting down
rockets that hover over surfrace to get the enemies below you.
AND THAT BOSS MUSIC IS AWESOME.
Just saying.

Also, it has two voice samples in a ROM so you can spam "EEE-SWAT" all you want. Jolly.

Though, once I beat the game, I got a sense that the game was underdeveloped. It's just that while the game throws various
challenges at you, it feels like game never goes more in-depth. It feels more like a series of small challenges, they never repeat
and never get more complex. Just something is lacking there. Heck, even rushed somewhat.
So as much as I like this little neat game I wish that Sega took more time in it. Or, rather, remixed it up. Something that they
would do with Shinobi 3 later on.

There are also other things that make it feel unpolished. You lose the selected weapon when you lose life and it feels like often
times the game is designed thinking that you have at least something more than a mere "shot" weapon. Some parts will be very
hard with it. Especially Level 4, lab, which doesn't have it's own weapons pickups and you better be having controller with
turbo\/rapid function if you lose em all. And even then it will be quite hard.
I didn't even beat few bosses in proper way, only cheap one. Where I hover with jetpack in one high place and shoot rockets
down.
Or like how you have to wait long time for jetpack to recharge with nothing to do.
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Overall, a nice arcadeish action game. But I wish that they polished and worked on it more. Because I sure like the premise.

They also totally should make a ESWATxSWAT4 crossover where you jetpack with squad and throw flashbangs around while
jamming to THAT BOSS MUSIC.
Just saying.. I've played the game twice by now (once for myself, once for recording) and am almost kind of surprised at how
much I enjoyed it. I don't usually play games all the way to the end if I'm not recording them (I hate boss fights and give up
pretty fast if I don't get a puzzle), but this is one of the few games which I have actually played until the end on my own.

I love the story, Mata Hari's character, the characters she meets and the environments. Sadly cannot say much for the audio
since I do not pay as much attention to that as I should. There is a lot of travelling back and forth between scenes/places
however, as others have pointed out. I personally have no problem with all the travelling back and forth throughout the game,
though the mini-game for it (if you choose/have to play it) does become difficult quite fast. I also enjoyed the dancing mini-
game, though that one might not be the easiest or smoothest in terms of game play.

I personally recommend the game for what it is, especially since it's pretty low priced, but be prepared for a lot of back and
forth travelling, and not always the best game play for mini games
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It's real good. Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3 is a very rewarding fighting game if you can wrap your head around its frenetic
action. You've got 50 playable characters who represent vastly different styles of play and tons of ways to have them play off of
each other in 3v3 tag team matches. And even speaking as someone who enjoyed Marvel vs. Capcom Infinite, there's no
question that this game has the better aesthetic, soundtrack, and roster.

This is a must-play for any 2D fighting game fan.. Good game but needs a little more.
I just want to ask if there can be more teams like maximum 7 teams minimum 4 it would be fun to have a battle royale.
i also would like to give an idea if you can add zombies or some "evil" creatures. So dissaponting. I have all the Wildlife Park
games, and have played since the begining. I love all the games, except this one. I was hoping reloaded would just be the original
game, with better resolution and bug fixes, but they made massive, horrible changes to the UI and how you build.

The UI looks like it's from a game made for 3 year olds. The worst feature though, is how you build. In all their other games,
you move the building or object around the screen, then click to place it when you have chossen where you want it. In reloaded
you have to move the mouse to where you think you want it, click to see, then if it is in the wrong spot, you have to click on a
new spot, and try again. It doesn't show you the building or object until you click. You can't even see what way it is facing until
you place it once, then you can see it and rotate it. Whoever came up with this method of building, needs to be fired. It makes
the game nearly unplayable.

Even if you struggle with it long enough to get use to the insane building system, it takes twice as long to build anything than it
did before. For example, in the original game you click and drag to place fences. Once you let up the mouse button, the fence is
built. In Reloaded, you click and drag, but then instaed of it just building, you then have to click okay, before it actaully builds
it.

B-Alive should be ashamed of Reloaded, it is not up to their quality and standards.. I can't open my journal, when I press 'J'
nothing happens. great game!! Terrifying sometimes!. The game isn't even finished...

-I couldn't use the key and type the code at the begining
-There is no option menu to adjust the volume or the sensitivity
-It takes way too much time to switch off\/on your flashlight
-The flashlight is poorly done
-You can go out of the map simply by going through the walls
-You can't pause the game
-Nothing explains the keys of the game, you have to guess !. I don't quite know what it is, but i'm very glad about that. Having
played the game... yeah. trust me, not worth it
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